tribal economic
development bonds
I n Plain English

By now, you’ve probably seen dozens of articles about Tribal Economic
Development Bonds (“TED Bonds”). Most of the commentary seems to focus on
dry technical and legal requirements, in particular IRS administrative procedures
for TED Bonds. That information is useful. However, it doesn’t quite put things in
a perspective that’s accessible to most tribal leaders trying to answer a bigger
question—that is, what are TED Bonds and how can they help my tribal project?
With the bigger question in mind, this bulletin takes a slightly different approach.
First of all, we don’t assume TED Bonds are right for everybody. They may be
perfect for some tribes but less so for others. Second, we’ve tried to do more
than just deconstruct regulatory guidance put forward by the IRS. IRS guidance is
important for complying with tax laws, but it doesn’t help much with the business
aspects of project finance. Our goal is to provide a simple, easy to understand
discussion of what TED Bonds are (and what they are not) and why you might
want to consider them. To that end, we’ve tried to offer some practical examples
to illustrate our points and assist tribal leaders in evaluating TED Bonds as a
financing tool.
Please note, this bulletin isn’t meant to be a comprehensive dissertation on
TED Bonds. That’s beyond our scope. Besides, information overload can be
counterproductive. Our hope is that we give you enough information to continue
a thoughtful discussion of TED Bonds with your own bond counsel.
..........

a word about tax exemption
To understand TED Bonds, you first need to know a little something about
tax exempt borrowing. Indian tribes don’t pay federal income tax, but banks
and financial institutions who lend money to tribes generally are subject to tax.
This tax liability drives up their cost of making a loan to you. But if they can
avoid paying the tax through a special exemption, that reduces their cost.
They, in turn, can pass the savings along to you in the form of a lower interest
rate. And that’s where TED Bonds come into play.
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Bonds discussed below.

Tribes can finance anything with TED
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what kinds of projects now qualify?

how about gaming?

All sorts of things which were previously

As previously noted, Congress excluded
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larger projects that involve a combination

qualify—even though they serve exactly the

of public and private use may also qualify—

same function. If that distinction seems strange
to you, you’re not alone.

when are ted bond
allocations determined?

Project Description. Including location,
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•

•
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condition for receiving allocation.

allocation assigned but unused on projects that

Attestation. You must attest that the

never move past conception.

several calendar deadlines to be aware of:
•

•

TED Bonds authorized in Round One must

•

•

be issued by December 31, 2011
•

how do we get our allocation?

information contained in your application

There is an official form of application

is true, correct and complete. As with most

do we have to issue bonds?

contained as Appendix A to IRS Notice

tax filings, this attestation is made under

No. You don’t have to borrow through a bond

2009-51 (www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/tribal_

penalty of perjury.

issue. “Bonds” may include almost any type of

development_bonds_-_application.rtf).

debt. In fact, it’s very likely many TED Bonds will
Of these informational requirements, the

be structured as tax exempt bank loans. That’s

The application is pretty straightforward and

Plan of Financing is perhaps the most

partly because the market for tribal bonds

solicits the following items of information:

challenging because (arguably) it assumes

has been stagnant for some time. Most of the
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since the recession started has been coming
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indications about terms on which the project

from banks. Congress seems to have recognized
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is bankable.

the role banks can play in re-energizing the tax

•

•

•
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exempt market. As part of the Stimulus Act,

being listed in the Federal Register.
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qualified obligations” from $10 million to $30

amount of allocation being requested for
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your project.

incentive to banks to make tax exempt loans.

can i pay off existing debt
with ted bonds?

what if our project changes?

what are “build america” bonds?

Projects can evolve. It’s possible that

If you speak with finance professionals,

Yes. Refinancing current taxable debt with

differences may arise between the project

you may hear them mention Build America

a cheaper tax exempt borrowing may be

as it was described in the TED application

Bonds as they talk about TED Bonds. What’s

one of the best strategic uses of TED Bonds.

and the project as it ultimately unfolds.

the difference? Build America Bonds are a

But, you need to be careful here in two

The IRS has said that “insubstantial

new type of taxable bond that tribes may

respects. First, your existing debt might not

deviations” are generally okay. However,

use instead of issuing tax exempt bonds.

be prepayable, or it may be prepayable only

the IRS will determine what constitutes an

Why would you consider issuing taxable

at a premium. This can be especially true for

insubstantial deviation based on the facts and

bonds if tax exempt interest rates are

outstanding bonds, but it can also apply to

circumstances using criteria applied in other

cheaper? The answer is because with Build

loans which have been “swapped” to a fixed

tax exempt borrowing contexts. There is also

America Bonds the federal government will

rate. Second, is a more subtle consideration.

a process for seeking IRS approval of specific

cover 35% of the interest costs that you pay.

Credit has tightened, and many lenders

insubstantial deviations.

Essentially, it’s a 35% federal subsidy in
cash, which is something you can’t get with

would welcome an opportunity to re-price

what if we’ve already begun
spending money on our project?

TED Bonds.

If you have an outstanding loan and need
your lender’s consent to incur more debt

That’s fine, but make sure you have a

between tax exempt versus taxable rates,

(such as TED Bonds), then your lender may

reimbursement resolution in place. In

it may be more cost-effective to use Build

use the occasion to try to re-negotiate price.

fact, do it before you submit your TED

America Bonds instead of TED Bonds

This risk more likely affects tribes who have

Bond application. What’s a reimbursement

because the 35% federal subsidy gives

multiple borrowing arrangements in place.

resolution? It’s a formal declaration that

more bang-for-buck than a lower tax exempt

Certainly, no borrower wants to convert to

allows you to spend money today and

interest rate does. It’s worth noting there is

a higher interest rate—that defeats the

then reimburse yourself with proceeds of

no restriction on what you do with the 35%

whole point of refinancing. Just be mindful

a future tax exempt borrowing. Typically,

subsidy payments. The cash subsidy can

that any concessions your lender may

the declaration is made by a Tribal Council

be used to collateralize the borrowing, or it

make for extending or allowing TED Bond

resolution, and it covers all capital

can be freely spent. Build America Bonds

financing may carry a price elsewhere in

expenditures made after the date that

are subject to three conditions: (1) they may

the borrowing relationship.

is 60 days prior to the resolution date.

be issued only during 2009 and 2010 (though

Certain preliminary expenditures, meaning

they may mature later), (2) they cannot be

architectural, engineering, surveying,

private activity bonds, and (3) they can be

soil testing and similar pre-construction

used only for new money projects and not

expenses, are also fully recoverable in

for refinancings.

existing loans upwards not downwards.

most cases.

Refinancing current taxable debt with a cheaper tax exempt
borrowing may be one of the best strategic uses of
TED Bonds. But, you need to be careful...

Depending on the spread (i.e., difference)

where can we get more
information?
If you find this bulletin useful, you might
be interested in some of our related
materials, which are available on our
website at www.orrick.com/publications/
publicfinance.
•

New Economic Stimulus Bonds for
Indian Tribes

•

Ten Questions Tribal Council Should
Ask Before Borrowing Money

•

Treasury Guidance on Build
America Bonds

•

Financing Renewable Energy
Development on Native American Lands

•

An Introduction to Indian Tribal Finance

For additional information about anything
contained in this bulletin, please contact
a member of Orrick’s Indian Tribal Finance
Practice Group listed below:
Townsend Hyatt
thyatt@orrick.com • 1-503-943-4820
Scott Schickli
sschickli@orrick.com • 1-503-943-4830
Douglas Goe
dgoe@orrick.com • 1-503-943-4810
Michael Schrader
mschrader@orrick.com • 1-503-943-4840
Ethel Billie Branch
ebranch@orrick.com • 1-503-943-4828
Ed Oswald
eoswald@orrick.com • 1-202-339-8438
Winnie Tsien
wtsien@orrick.com • 1-213-612-2336
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Orrick has been the nation’s top-ranked bond counsel firm for more than a decade
and is listed in Band 1 (highest category) in the field of Native American Law by
Chambers USA—America’s Leading Lawyers for Business.
We have been privileged to represent tribal governments in more than a dozen states
on a variety of projects, including land acquisitions, health clinics, tribal housing,
schools, government administration buildings, cultural centers, tribal utilities,
parks and recreation facilities, and so on. In addition, we have represented tribal
business enterprises in gaming, hotel and entertainment facilities, manufacturing
plants and other commercial activities. Our Indian Tribal Finance Group is nationwide
and comprises lawyers from our Public Finance, Corporate, Banking, Tax and
Securities practices.
For more information or assistance, please contact Townsend Hyatt, Chair of Orrick’s
Tribal Finance Practice, at 1-503-943-4820 or thyatt@orrick.com.
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